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Lusi Lim is winner of the TOYP (Ten Outstanding Young Persons 
Award) 2012 as well as the only double awards winner of the 
Singapore Women’s Weekly’s Great Women of Our Time 2012 
under “Finance & Commerce” and “Most Inspiring Woman” 
categories. She is a highly sought-after life coach who has 
transformed the lives of thousands of people.

Lusi’s meteoric rise includes an Accounting Scholarship from 
London School of Economics, making her first million at age 
27 and earning an amazing 9 career promotions in just 8 
years – She rose from a junior sales consultant to become the 
youngest and first female COO of a multi-national investment 
company. And she is comfortably retired at the age of 35.

The secret behind her success lies in the set of soft skills that 
she has methodised and inculcated over her entire lifetime.

A Legend in the Sales Industry

Mentored and groomed thousands of sales people whose income 
went from less than $1,000 to more than $10,000 per month, 
from average of $5,000 to more than $20,000 per month. Her 
accomplishments have earned her, among sales professionals and her 
protégés, the title of a ‘Sales Legend’!

Expertise as a Life Coach

Expert in identifying critical blind spots of individuals that deter their 
career growth. Her competence is built upon a wealth of life experiences, 
failures and successes, hence what she teaches are practical and 
relevant, especially to those who face challenges in the field.

Experiential Leadership

A firm believer in learning leadership via real life experiences,  Lusi has 
helped countless business owners and professionals to develop abilities 
in recruiting the right fit, handling crisis, making the right decisions, 
building stronger teams and improving productivity with sustainable 
results.

Premier Speaker and Chief Trainer

Lusi’s training sessions are creative, practical and most importantly 
relevant. She puts heavy emphasis on the “How to Execute” rather than 
just the “Theories”.
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